We gladly receive letters (which we may edit for length, style, and clarity).

Pitt Med
400 Craig Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Phone: 412-624-4152
Fax: 412-624-1021
E-mail: medmag@pitt.edu
http://pittmed.health.pitt.edu

For address corrections:

Pitt Med Address Correction
M-200K Scaife Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15261
E-mail: medalum@medschool.pitt.edu

RECENT MAGAZINE HONORS

2012 AAMC Robert G. Fenley Writing Award
Award of Excellence, Basic Science
(E. Vitone, “Mars and Venus Revisited”)

2011 CASE, District II
Gold, Covers
(“None of My Memories Are My Own,”
design by E. Cerri)

2011 CASE, District II
Silver, Staff Writing

2011 IABC Golden Triangle
Award of Excellence, Feature Writing
(E. Vitone, “Mars and Venus Revisited”)

2011 IABC Golden Triangle
Award of Honor, Magazines

NO MORE PAPER CUTS

Get Our App! You’re a person of intelligence, culture, and taste. Therefore, you enjoy Pitt Med magazine. You love the lively writing, the eye-catching design, the great stories that come out of the School of Medicine. Yet you don’t care much for paper.

Problem solved!

Pitt Med is now on Zinio, a mobile reading application that delivers the exact same material in the exact same format you get in print. (But without the risk of paper cuts!) Zinio allows us to offer such features as video, audio, and live links. Read us on your iPad (or other tablet), smartphone, desktop, and laptop.

For a free subscription to Zinio’s national digital newsstand:

www.zinio.com